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The dragon stood on the shore of the sea. And I saw a
beast coming out of the sea. It had ten horns and seven
heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head
a blasphemous name. The beast I saw resembled a
leopard, but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth
like that of a lion. The dragon gave the beast his power
and his throne and great authority. One of the heads of
the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the
fatal wound had been healed. The whole world was
filled with wonder and followed the beast. People
worshiped the dragon because he had given authority
to the beast, and they also worshiped the beast and asked, "Who is like the beast? Who can wage war
against it?"
The beast was given a mouth to utter proud words and blasphemies and to exercise its authority for fortytwo months. It opened its mouth to blaspheme God, and to slander his name and his dwelling place and
those who live in heaven. It was given power to wage war against God's holy people and to conquer them.
And it was given authority over every tribe, people, language and nation. All inhabitants of the earth will
worship the beast-all whose names have not been written in the Lamb's book of life, the Lamb who was
slain from the creation of the world. Rev. 13:1-9
I know very well the feeling of taking risks on the front line, like the time David stood in front of Goliath.
It is the feeling of courage and confidence. If I fight a hundred wars, I can win a hundred wars because
God is protecting me. I have actually become this kind of person because I thought all along, "If you hit
me, it is you rather than I who will be shattered." CSG 246
Greetings!
Korea is at the center of the world stage. If Mother had not sent a curse
we would not be facing the threat of a nuclear war starting in Asia and
potentially spreading to the whole world. Father called the United Nations
the satanic UN because it protects tyrannical nations which have
contempt for God-given natural rights.

Kook Jin Nim's Freedom
Society lecture in 2012

Kook Jin Nim was talking to the highest levels of the Korean military and
Korean military schools. In Korea they don't train young men in military
tactics. They are mainly taught for 2.5 years to follow the hierarchy.
Unbelievably each soldier only shoots 200 rounds per year. It is not real
training, just indoctrination.

Korea should study and adopt the Swiss and Israeli models, which allow soldiers to bring weapons home.
In one hour, all citizens become an army. Hitler decimated Europe, but did not touch Switzerland because
his generals warned him of an estimated 1 million German casualties. He recognized the power of Swiss
"sheep dogs."

Rev. Hyung Jin Moon, "The Prepared Kingdom," September 3, 2017, Unification Sanctuary Service

If Korea had listened to victorious Cain and Abel, then bad predators, ie. "wolves," would think twice
about "breaking into Grandma's home." We must change the culture by bringing a rod of iron into the
hands of the people. South Korea is basically disarmed. It is rich, but unable to defend itself.
The Japanese should be waking up now, realizing that it too must prepare. Their government has been
documented to lie to them. Yet many remain loyal to the "State is God" cult. Citizens should talk about
the need for preparedness, for both manmade or natural disasters.
There is a strong preparedness community in the USA. We cannot
depend on the government to take care of all our needs. But many
pursue the "thinking happy thoughts" delusion. We need to break
the culture of silence about these issues.
Had they not been fired 5 years ago, Hyung Jin Nim and Kook Jin
Nim would have brought forward the conversation of the
sovereignty/preparedness culture at least 5 years ago, after Father's
passing.
The Kingdom will come through blessing or judgment. The threat
of nuclear attack has existed since 1945 but the Messiah was on
earth. Father worked to strengthen the Abel nations and trained
3,000 youth in Soviet Union with a Godly perspective. This
impacted the course of the Soviet Union in abandoning Communism.
The Family Research Council, which supports the natural two parent family, was put on Southern Poverty
Law Center "hate list." Conservative voices are being removed from Amazon, Youtube, Google and
Paypal so they cannot "buy or sell" as predicted in the Book of Revelation. When Godly voices are being
silenced will we remain silent?
We must stop taking things for granted and must stop thinking others will take care of us. Hyung Jin Nim
warned the Han Mother about danger if she rebelled, but she said not to worry, because "everything is
perfect." How is that looking now? The Kingdom has to be inherited by the children of God. Don't be a
burden to others.
Mother is tied to the Cheon Il Guk palace, but Father and Hyung Jin Nim love the outdoors, so they can
go anywhere. Therefore, the Kingdom is not connected to a physical location. With Heavenly Father's
guidance we are building a new civilization from nothing. Give God all the praise!
**********

What is True Mother Currently Teaching?
********
Here are just a few of the profound things that Rev. Yu taught about on the 4th day of the OSDP
workshop held at the Unification Sanctuary three weeks ago.
Highlights of Rev. Jeong Ok Yu's OSDP Workshop (continued)
Day 4, Lecture 4

God, the one being, is the unifying point, because we all come from that one being.
The western Biblical tradition understands the Cause as a God of personality, as a Father. In this sense it
is a higher understanding of the first cause than Eastern Philosophy which sees the first Cause as the
Great Ultimate from which yang and yin proceed.
Rev. Yu told the story about Father speaking in
Uruguay to VIPs. He asked a man in the audience, "are
you a man? What do you have hanging between your
legs? Concave or convex? If so, God resembles you and
has convex, too." He said to a woman in the audience,
"are you a man? What do you have hanging between
your legs? Concave or convex? If so, God resembles
you and has concave, too."
Rev. Yu asked True Father, "why didn't you put this in
the Divine Principle?" He responded, "if I had, I
wouldn't be here. As it was, I was accused of having a
sex church and sent to prison. It wasn't the right time."
The strategy of Communism is to make statements that
sound truthful and compassionate, but inevitably prove
to be deceptive. The leader of a nation is in the Father position and must be ready to sacrifice for those in
need. What if the moon decided that it was going to be in the position of the sun? All things on earth
would be destroyed.
To receive, give first without expectation of return. Communication with the spirit world is not essential.
Conscience understands how to go before God, but fallen people suppress the promptings of their
conscience.
(Watch Rev. Yu's OSDP Lectures online)
*******
May God bless you and your families!
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